2020-2023 English Department Faculty Publications

2023


2022

- Black, Chris. “The Demon Firewater: The Drunken Indian and Native American Temperance in James Fenimore Cooper’s Leatherstocking Tales and William Apess’s A Son of the Forest.”


• Mayer, Mark. “Till” – Mooncalves, 2022

• Mayer, Mark. “Behind” – Mooncalves, 2022

• Mayer, Mark. “Outside” – Mooncalves, 2022


• Wicker, Marcus. “How did you learn to speak English?,” “Dear Mothership [Like witchgrass effacing a wheat bed],” Poetry Magazine, December 2022

• Wicker, Marcus. “First Contact: ATLien Observes Love,” 32 Poems, Summer 2022

Gray Hilmerson, "My Mind Was a Military Sky" Fourth Genre, Fall 2022.

Marcus Wicker, "Funky Thurible, Turned Septic" Copper Nickel, Issue 34, Spring 2022.


2021


Marcus Wicker, "ATLien Ghostrides the Whip to Stankonia Studios", "ATLien Freestyles Over 'Wheelz of Steel!'", Memorious, December 2021.

Marcus Wicker, "ATLien Considers Neighborliness as a Conditional Concept", "INTP ENFP INFJ WTF Mat. Please/Don't @ Me" BOMB, Issue 157, Fall 2021.


Eric Schlich, “My Beautiful Bearded Wife,” won the 2021 American Short(er) Fiction Prize, judged by Susan Steinberg and will be published in the upcoming issue of American Short Fiction.


• **Emily Skaja**, “Four Hawks,” was anthologized (reprinted) in *Shining Rock Poetry Anthology*. 2021.

2020

• **Marcus Wicker**, "Poem for an Election Year" *Oxford American*, Issue 109/110, Summer/Fall 2020
• **Scott Sundvall**, "Everything is (not so) Terrible! Heuristic Glitchicism as a Method for Electrate (Re)composing." *Computers and Composition* 56. 2020.

2023 Department of English Faculty Award Winners

• **J. Elliott Casal**- College of Arts and Sciences Faculty Research Grant, 2023-2024
• **Cristina Maria Cervone**- College of Arts and Sciences Faculty Research Grant, 2023-2024
• **Cristina Maria Cevone**- 2023 Alumni Association Award for Distinguished Research in Humanities
• **Donal Harris**- Department of English Ogill Chair, 2022-2025
• **Donal Harris**- College of Arts and Sciences Distinguished Research Award (CASDRA) in Humanities
• **Mark Mayer**- 2023 Arts Humanities Research Award
• **Verner Mitchell**- Freeburg Professorship, 2023-2026
• **Terrence Tucker**- [2023 Alumni of the Year, University of Kentucky](#)
• **Marcus Wicker**- [Harvard Radcliffe Institute Fellowship, 2023-2024](#)
• **Marcus Wicker**- First Horizon Foundation Distinguished Professor, 2022-2025
• Marcus Wicker- College of Arts and Sciences Distinguished Research Award (CASDRA) in Engaged Scholarship

2022 Department of English Faculty Award Winners

• Mark Mayer- Faculty Research Grant, College of Arts and Sciences
• Mark Mayer- Scholar of Note, American Library in Paris
• Liz Lane- College of Arts and Sciences Early Career Research Award
• Cristina Maria Cervone- Distinguished Research Award in the Humanities for the College of Arts and Sciences 2021-2022
• Kathy Lou Schultz- MOCH Catherine and Charles Freeburg Fellowship for 2023
• Marcus Wicker- Faculty Research Grant, College of Arts and Sciences
• Marcus Wicker- First Horizon Foundation Distinguished Professor, 2022-2025
• Donal Harris- Department of English Orgill Chair, 2022-2025
• Darryl Domingo- Freeburg Faculty Fellowship
• Liz Lane- Benjamin Hooks Institute Academic Research Fellow
• Scott Sundvall- Early Career Research Award, Michael K. Harless Faculty Excellence Award
• Katie Fredlund- Honorable Mention, Winifred Bryan Horner Outstanding Book Award